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 Closed 2-cell Embeddings of 5-crosscap Embeddable Graphs
 X IAOYA Z HA
 The strong embedding conjecture states that every 2-connected graph has a closed 2-cell
 embedding in some surface , i . e . an embedding that each face is bounded by a circuit in the
 graph . A graph is called  k -crosscap embeddable if it can be embedded in the surface of
 non-orientable genus  k .  We confirm the strong embedding conjecture for 5-crosscap embed-
 dable graphs . As a corollary , every such graph has a cycle double cover , i . e . a set of circuits
 containing every edge exactly twice . We classify simple closed curves in the surface of
 3-crosscap graphs and study some topological properties of simple closed curves in the torus
 and the punctured torus .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 The  strong embedding conjecture  (see [4]) states that every 2-connected graph  G  has
 a closed 2-cell embedding in some surface , i . e . an embedding in a compact closed
 2-manifold in which the boundary of each face is a circuit in the graph . The  cycle
 double co y  er conjecture  states that every 2-edge-connected graph has a cycle double
 cover , i . e . a set of circuits in the graph such that each edge is contained in exactly two
 of these circuits . Clearly , the existence of a closed 2-cell embedding of a graph implies
 the existence of a cycle double cover of that graph simply by choosing all face
 boundaries as circuits .
 It is well known that the sphere embedding of any 2-connected planar graph is a
 closed 2-cell embedding . Negami [6] , and independently Robertson and Vitray [8]
 showed that every 2-connected projective planar graph has a closed 2-cell embedding ,
 either in the sphere or in the projective plane . Richter , Seymour and S â  ira ´  n â  [7] proved
 that every 3-connected planar graph has a closed 2-cell embedding in some surface
 other than the sphere . Zhang [12] has shown that every 2-connected graph without  K 5
 as a minor has a closed 2-cell embedding in some surface . For a cubic graph , the
 existence of a cycle double cover is equivalent to the existence of a closed 2-cell
 embedding . Hence , every cubic graph which has a cycle double cover also has a closed
 2-cell embedding . For example , Alspach and Zhang [1] proved that any 2-connected
 cubic graph without the Petersen graph as a minor has a cycle double cover . A graph is
 called  k - crosscap embeddable  if its non-orientable genus is at most  k .  Recently , we
 have shown that every 2-connected doubly toroidal graph or 4-crosscap embeddable
 graph has a closed 2-cell embedding in some surface [10 ,  11] .
 In this paper we prove that any 2-connected graph which is 5-crosscap embeddable
 has a closed 2-cell embedding in some surface . As a corollary , every such graph has a
 cycle double cover . Section 2 contains notation , some operations and previous lemmas .
 In Section 3 , we discuss some topology properties of curves in the torus , in the
 punctured torus , and in  N 3  ,  the sphere with 3-crosscaps . In Section 4 we discuss the
 existence of some face chains in  N 3 .  In Section 5 , we construct closed 2-cell embeddings
 of some projective planar graphs with two additional edges . In Section 6 , we prove the
 main theorem .
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 2 .  P RELIMINARIES
 Denote by  ¸   a surface and by  N k  a non-orientable surface of  k -crosscaps . In
 particular , denote by  T  the torus , by  T  2 the closure of the torus with a close disk
 removed , and by  P  the projective plane . A  cur y  e  in  ¸   means a simple closed curve , i . e .
 a homeomorphic image of a unit circle . A curve  G  in  ¸   is  essential  if it is not
 contractible . A curve in  ¸   is  2  - sided  if it is orientation-preserving and  1 - sided  if it is
 orientation-reversing .
 Let  ˚   be an embedding of a 2-connected graph  G  (loops are not allowed) in  ¸  .
 When faces of  ˚   are 2-cells , the embedding is called an  open  2  - cell embedding .  When
 faces of  ˚   are open 2-cells bounded by circuits in  G ,  the embedding is called a  closed
 2  - cell embedding .  When  ˚   is a closed 2-cell embedding and the subgraph of  G
 bounding the faces incident with any vertex is a wheel with  > 3 spokes and a possible
 subdivided rim , the embedding is called a  wheel - neighborhood embedding .  If  ¸   is not
 the sphere , then the  representati y  ity  of  ˚   is defined to be  r  ( ˚  )  5  min h u G  >  G u :  G  is an
 essential curve in  ¸  j . Robertson and Vitray [8] have the following results .
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 1 .  ( i )  An embedding  ˚   is an open  2- cell embedding if f  r  ( ˚  )  >  1  and
 G is connected .
 ( ii )  An embedding  ˚   is a closed  2- cell embedding if f  r  ( ˚  )  >  2  and G is  2- connected .
 ( iii )  An embedding  ˚   is a wheel - neighborhood embedding if f  r  ( ˚  )  >  3  and G is
 simple and  3- connected .
 Clearly , if an embedding  ˚   has  r  ( ˚  )  5  1 ,  then there exists an essential curve  G  in  ¸
 which intersects  G  only at a single vertex .
 Suppose that  G  is a 3-connected graph .  h y  1  ,  y  2  ,  y  3 j  Õ  V  ( G ) is called a  3  - separation  if
 G  5  G 1  <  G 2  and  G 1  >  G 2  5  h y  1  ,  y  2  ,  y  3 j  (this definition includes the case that one of  G 1
 and  G 2 is a 3-circuit , since we need to replace a 3-circuit by a triad if such a
 transformation does not increase the genus of  G ) .  Let  h y  1  ,  y  2  ,  y  3 j  be a 3-separation of
 G .  Add a new vertex  u  and three new edges  u y  1  , u y  2  , u y  3 to  G 1 ( G 2 ) to form a new
 graph  G 1 1  ( G
 1
 2  ) .  If the genera of  G
 1
 1  and  G
 1
 2  (orientable or non-orientable , depending
 on the context) do not exceed the genus of  G ,  we say that this 3-separation is  good  (a
 3-separation with one side being a 3-circuit may not be good) .
 Denote by  ­ f  the boundary of a face and by  f #  ( 5 f  <  ­ f  ) the closure of  f .  Let  f ,  g  be
 two faces . If  ­ f  >  ­ g  ?  [ ,  we say that  f  and  g  are  attached .  If  ˚   is a closed 2-cell
 embedding , then  ­ f  >  ­ g  is a union of connected components , where each component
 is either a vertex , an edge , or a path with internal vertices being divalent vertices of  G .
 Denote by  i  ­ f  >  ­ g  i   the number of connected components of  ­ f  >  ­ g .  If  i  ­ f  >  ­ g  i  5
 k ,  we say that  f  and  g  have  k  attachments .
 An edge  e  is a  monofacial edge  of  ˚   if it belongs to the boundary of only one face of
 ˚  . A monofacial edge  e  is  consistent  if that edge is traversed twice in the same
 direction in the facial walk ; otherwise , it is  inconsistent  (all monofacial edges in an
 orientable embedding are inconsistent) . Similarly , a vertex  y   is a  multiple  y  ertex  of a
 face  f  if it appears more than once in the facial walk of  f .  If a multiple vertex appears in
 a facial walk only twice , we call it a  double  y  ertex .  Define  consistent  and  inconsistent
 double  y  ertices  in the same way (split the vertex to obtain a monofacial edge , then
 define the consistency of the vertex in terms of the consistency of this new edge) .
 Suppose that  ˚   is a closed 2-cell embedding , and  f  and  g  are two attached faces of  G .
 Assign local orientations to the facial walks of  f  and  g .  The directions of the two sides
 of each attachment of  f  and  g  will be either the same or opposite . For some chosen
 local orientations , the attachment is called  consistent  if the directions are the same and
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 inconsistent  if the directions are opposite . Let  a  and  b  be two attachments of  f  and  g .
 We say that these two attachments are of the  same type  if they are both consistent or
 inconsistent under some local orientations ; otherwise , they are of  dif ferent type .  This
 definition is independent of the choices of local orientations of the facial walks of  f  and
 g .
 Let  x  and  y  be two vertices of  G .  A  face chain C  5  h  f 1  ,  f 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  which  joins x  and  y
 is a sequence of faces of  ˚   such that  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  ?  [ ,  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  1 and  x  P  ­ f 1  ,
 y  P  ­ f n .  A face chain is  simple  if , for  i  ?  j ,  ­ f i  >  ­ f j  ?  [  implies that  u i  2  j u  5  1 .  Any face
 chain joining  x  and  y  contains a simple sub-face chain which also joins  x  and  y .
 The following four operations are the same as stated in [9] . To make this paper
 self-contained , they will be stated here . The rotation scheme notation (rotation
 projection) follows that used in [3] . A ‘  3  ’ on an edge  e  of a facial walk means that this
 edge is a twisted edge ; that is , the facial walk will cross the edge from one side to the
 other .
 O PERATION 2 . 2 .  Let  ˚   be an open 2-cell embedding of  G  in  ¸   and let  e  5  xy  be a
 consistent monofacial edge with facial walk  xeyP 1 xeyP 2 .  By viewing the local
 embedding as a rotation projection and placing a ‘  3  ’ on the edge  e ,  we obtain an
 embedding  ˚  9 in a surface  ¸  9 . The facial walk  xeyP 1 xeyP 2 in  ˚   is divided into two
 facial walks  xeyP 1 and  xeyP 2 in  ˚  9 , with all other facial walks unchanged . Hence
 χ  ( ¸  )  5  χ  ( ¸  )  1  1 .  The edge  e  is no longer a monofacial edge in  ˚  9 . Similarly , if  y   is a
 consistent double vertex of a face  f  (so that  y   appears in this facial walk twice) , and
 ab  ?  ?  ?  cd  ?  ?  ?  a  is the rotation of all the edges at  y   with  a ,  b ,  c ,  d  P  ­ f ,  we construct a
 new embedding  ˚  9 in a new surface  ¸  9 , by placing a ‘  3  ’ on each edge from  b  to  c  in
 counterclockwise order . Again , the original facial walk is divided into two facial walks ,
 while all the other facial walks remain unchanged , and  χ  ( ¸  9 )  5  χ  ( ¸  )  1  1 .  Hence we
 obtain a new embedding of  G  with fewer double vertices .
 R EMARK .  If a face  f  of  ˚   has more than one consistent monofacial edge (or double
 vertex , the same in the rest of this paper) , then after applying Operation 2 . 2 on one of
 these consistent monofacial edges , all the other consistent monofacial edges are either
 no longer monofacial edges or remain consistent monofacial edges of the new
 embedding . Therefore , if an open 2-cell embedding  ˚   of  G  has no inconsistent
 monofacial edges , we can derive a closed 2-cell embedding from  ˚   by repeatedly
 applying Operation 2 . 2 .
 O PERATION 2 . 3 .  Let  ˚   be a closed 2-cell embedding of  G  in  ¸  , and let  f 1 and  f 2 be
 two faces of  ˚   such that  ­ f 1  >  ­ f 2  ?  [ .  Choose an attachment from  ­ f 1  >  ­ f 2 .  If this
 attachment is an edge  e  or a path  P ,  insert a crosscap in the middle of  e  (or  P ) ; if this
 attachment is a vertex  y  ,  and  ab  ?  ?  ?  cd  ?  ?  ?  a  is the rotation of all edges at  y   with
 a ,  b  P  ­ f 1  and  c ,  d  P  ­ f 2  ,  insert a crosscap near  y   and let the edges  b ,  .  .  .  ,  c  pass through
 the crosscap by reversing the order of  b ,  .  .  .  ,  c  in the rotation at  y  .
 O PERATION 2 . 4 .  Let  ˚   be a closed 2-cell embedding of  G  in  ¸   and let  x ,  y  be two
 non-adjacent vertices of  G .  Let  C  5  h  f 1  ,  f 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  be a simple face chain joining  x  and
 y .  For  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  1 ,  choose an attachment of  f i  and  f i 1 1  ,  and apply Operation 2 . 3 to
 this attachment . Call this attachment a  passing attachment  from  f i  to  f i 1 1  .  Draw a new
 edge  xy  through these cross-caps to obtain an embedding  ˚  9 of  G 1  5  G  <  h xy j  in a
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 new surface  ¸  9 , where  χ  ( ¸  )  5  χ  ( ¸  )  2  n  1  1 .  The faces  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n  of  ˚   have turned into
 two faces  g 1 and  g 2  of  ˚  9 ,  while all the other faces of  ˚   remain unchanged .
 R EMARKS .  (i) Note that Operation 2 . 4 may create monofacial edges in the new
 facial walks in the resulting embedding .
 (ii)  If  C  is a face chain in an orientable surface , then these new created monofacial
 edges must be consistent (any monofacial edge in the resulting embedding is an
 attachment of two consecutive faces in  C ,  and the new facial walk just passes one
 crosscap between these two appearances . )
 (iii)  In general , if  ˚   is a closed 2-cell embedding and Operation 2 . 4 does not create
 inconsistent monofacial edges , then either  ˚  9 is a closed 2-cell embedding , or  ˚  9
 contains some consistent monofacial edges and , therefore , by the remark after
 Operation 2 . 2 , a closed 2-cell embedding  ˚  0  can be derived from  ˚  9 .
 (iv)  If  x  and  y  are not on the boundary of the same face in  ˚  , then the embedding
 obtained by contracting edge  xy  in  ˚  9 is also a closed 2-cell embedding .
 A simple face chain joining  x  and  y  is  good  if the resulting embedding obtained by
 applying Operation 2 . 4 has no inconsistent monofacial edges ; otherwise , it is  bad .
 O PERATION 2 . 5 .  Let  ˚   be a closed 2-cell embedding of  G  in  ¸  , and  x ,  y  and  u ,  y   be
 distinct pairs of non-adjacent vertices of  G .  Let  G  1  5  G  <  h xy ,  ux j .  Suppose that  C i  is a
 simple face chain joining  x  and  u , C 2 is a simple face chain joining  y  and  y  ,  and no face
 of  C 1 is attached to a face of  C 2  .  Choose a face from each of  C 1 and  C 2  ,  and add a
 handle to join these two faces . For every two consecutive faces in  C 1 and  C 2  ,  choose a
 passing attachment to apply Operation 2 . 3 , and then draw edges  xy  and  u y   as shown in
 Figure 1 . We have a similar remark to the one for Operation 2 . 4 .
 By the remark after Operation 2 . 4 , we have the following .
 L EMMA 2 . 6 .  Let  ˚   be a closed  2- cell embedding in an orientable surface  ¸  , and C be
 a simple face chain in  ˚  . Denote by U ( C )  the union of the closures of all faces in C . If
 U ( C ) does not contain  1- sided cur y  es , then C is good .
 Let  C  5  h  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  be a simple face chain in a closed 2-cell embedding . Suppose that
 there exist three consecutive faces  f i 2 1  , f i  and  f i 1 1 such that  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i  5  h a ,  b j ,
x y
u y
V
 F IGURE 1 .
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 ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  5  h c ,  d j  and  a  and  b  are separated by  c  and  d  on  ­ f i  ,  with the given position
 of  f i 2 2 and  f i 1 2 (see Figure 2) . Then there does not exist a suitable choice of passing
 attachments from  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i  and  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1 to apply Operation 2 . 4 to obtain an
 embedding without inconsistent monofacial edges . Hence such a face chain is bad .
 In a given face chain  C  5  h  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f m j  joining  x  and  y ,  the attachments of  f i 2 1 and  f i
 and the attachments of  f i  and  f i 1 1 may be in no particular order on  ­ f i .  If  ­ f i  is a disjoint
 union of two paths  p i  and  p i 1 1 such that  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i  Õ  p i  and  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  Õ  p i 1 1  ,  then we
 say that  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i  and  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1 are  separated  on  ­ f i .  We need the following lemma ,
 from [11] .
 L EMMA 2 . 7 [11 ,  Lemmas 4 . 5 and 4 . 6] .  Let  ˚   be a closed  2- cell embedding of G in
 some surface , and let C  5  h  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  be a simple face chain with  i  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  i  <  2 . If , for
 each i , either  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i and  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  are separated on  ­ f i  , or there are no three
 consecuti y  e faces f i 2 1  , f i and f i 1 1  with the attachments as shown in Figure  2 , then C is a
 good face chain .
 3 .  S OME  T OPOLOGICAL P REPARATION
 In this section we prepare some topological results for our main theorem . We will
 classify all non-homotopic 2-sided non-separating curves in  N 3 .  We will also study the
 homotopic intersection number of any two non-separating curves . We state some
 results for the torus  T .
 Let  pi  ( ¸  ) , H 1 ( ¸  ) and [ S
 1 ,  ¸  ] denote the fundamental group , the first homology group
 with  Z  coef ficient and the set of free homotopy classes of curves in the surface  ¸  ,
 respectively . We have :
 pi  1 ( T  )  5  H 1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z ,  (3 . 1)
 ( a ,  b )  P  Z  %  Z  can be represented by a curve if f  a  and  b  are co-prime ([13 , p . 93]) .
 (3 . 2)
 [ S 1 ,  T  ]  5  Z  %  Z  (this is because [ S 1 ,  T  ] is the set of conjugacy
 classes of  pi  1 ( T  ) and  pi  1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z  is abelian) .  (3 . 3)
 The algebraic intersection number of two curves is the number of the transverse
 crossing between these two curves up to the cancellation of positive and negative
 directions induced by any orientation . We call this type of intersection an  homology
 intersection  [13 , p . 87] . Let  C i  , C j  P  H 1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z  be any two curves represented by
 ( a ,  b )  and ( c ,  d ) ,  and denote  C i  ?  C j  as the homology intersection number . We know
 [13] , p . 89] that
 C i  ?  C j  5 U det S a c  b d D U .  (3 . 4)
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 Here , we take absolute value since we only need to count the number of intersections ,
 and we ignore the orientation of the curves .
 The geometric intersection of any two (free) non-homotopic curves is defined to be
 the number of transverse crossings up to eliminating any trivial intersections (the arcs
 between two intersections of two curves bound a disk) . We call this intersection the
 homotopy intersection .  In general , the homology intersection number and the homo-
 topy intersection of number of two curves are dif ferent . But the next lemma will show
 that they are the same when the surface is the torus  T  or  T  2 (homeomorphic to the
 torus with a disk removed) .
 L EMMA 3 . 1 .  Let C 1  and C 2  be two essential cur y  es in T or T
 2 . Then the homology
 intersection number and the homotopy intersection number on C 1  and C 2  are the same .
 P ROOF .  Clearly , any homology intersection is also a homotopy intersection .
 Therefore , it suf fices to show that , for any given  C i  and  C j  ,  all homotopy intersections
 have the same induced orientation (therefore there is no cancellation of positive and
 negative directions when counting the number of homology intersections) .
 Suppose that there are some intersections having a dif ferent orientation . Fix the
 direction of  C 1 and we can find two consecutive intersections  x  and  y  on  C 2 such that
 C 1  and  C 2 have a dif ferent orientation on these two intersections . Since  C 1 is 2-sided ,
 say left side and right side , if the cross of  C 2 over  C 1 at  x  is from left to right , then the
 cross of  C 2 over  C 1 at  y  must be from right to left .
 We first assume that the surface is the torus . If we cut the surface along  C 1 we obtain
 a cylinder . It is easy to see that the intersections  x  and  y  are trivial , and we delete them .
 Thus the lemma is true for the case of  T .
 Now suppose that the surface is  T  2 .  Since any 2-sided disjoint homotopic curves in
 any surface bound a cylinder [5] , the homotopy intersection number is invariant among
 the same homotopy class . Two homotopic essential curves  C  and  C 9 are homotopic in
 T  2  if f they are homotopic in  T .  This is because if we view  C  and  C 9 as two homotopic
 curves in  T , C  and  C 9 bound two cylinders and the boundary of  T  2 only sits in one
 cylinder . The lemma follows immediately for the case of  T  2 .  h
 L EMMA 3 . 2 .  There is a one - to - one correspondence between essential cur y  es in T and
 non - separating cur y  es in T  2 .
 P ROOF .  Clearly , any essential curve in  T  is an essential curve in  T  2 ,  and two
 homotopic essential curves in  T  are also homotopic in  T  2 .  On the other hand , any
 non-separating curve in  T  2 is also a curve in  T .  It must be essential in  T  because any
 null-homotopy curve in  T  is either a null-homotopy curve in  T  2 or an essential
 separating curve in  T  2 (which separates the hole and the rest of  T  2 ) .  Therefore , we
 have one-to-one correspondence .  h
 A crosscap  P  in a surface  ¸   can be viewed as a circle  L ( P ) with antipodal points
 identified . A curve  G  in  ¸   is said to  pass  the crosscap  P  if two segments of  G  is
 connected by two (identified) antipodal points on  L ( P ) .  Let  x  and  y  be two consecutive
 ends of  G  on  L ( P ) .  Suppose that  x  and  y  are not antipodal points of  L ( P ) .  Denote by
 L x y  the arcs of  L ( P ) between  x  and  y  (there are two) and by  G x y  the segment of  G
 between  x  and  y .  A passing of  G  through  P  is  tri y  ial  if the curve  G x y  <  L x y  is
 contractible in  ¸  .
 The next theorem shows an interesting property of non-separating curves in  N 3 .  The
 analogue is not true for non-orientable surfaces with more crosscaps .
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 T HEOREM 3 . 3 .  Write N 3  as T  4 P  ( the disk sum of a torus and a projecti y  e plane ) .
 Then :
 If C is a  2- sided non - separating cur y  e , then C does not pass through the crosscap .
 (3 . 5)
 If C is a  1- sided cur y  e , then C passes through the crosscap exactly once .  (3 . 6)
 P ROOF .  As shown in Figure 3 , we use a circle  L  to represent the crosscap in  N 3 with
 antipodal points on  L  identified . Let  C  be a 2-sided non-separating curve in  N 3 .
 Suppose that  C  passes through the crosscap a number of times . In order to keep  C
 2-sided ,  C  must pass through the crosscap even many times . Let  S  5
 h x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n  ,  y 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y n j  be all the end points of  C  on  L ,  and let  C 1  ,  C 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  C n  be all
 sections of  C  ‘separated’ by  L  such that  x i  ,  y i  are end points of  C i  on  L , i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .
 The question now is how to join  x i  and  y i  by  C i .  For the end points  h x i  ,  y i j ,  draw a
 straight line in removed disk to join  x i  and  y i  and close  C i  to form a curve  C
 1
 i   in  T .  All
 the  C 1 i  ’s are non-contractible in  T . C
 1
 i   and  C
 1
 j   have at most one intersection , and
 whenever  C 1 i   and  C
 1
 j   have an intersection , it must occur in this removed disk . Since in
 the torus any two essential curves do not intersect if f they are homotopic , this implies
 that if  C 1 i   and  C
 1
 j   are homotopic , then  x j  and  y j  must be in the same part of  L
 separated by  x i  and  y i .  Therefore , if  C  1 i 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  C
 1
 i s   are homotopic , then all of the end
 points of  C 1 ij  ,  on  L  must be in the following order on  L :
 x i 1 x i 2  ?  ?  ?  x i s  y i s  ?  ?  ?  y i 2  y i 1  .  (3 . 7)
 Case  1 .  There is only one homotopy class among all  C  1 i  ’s .
 The order of  S  on  L  is  x 1 x 2  ?  ?  ?  x n  y n  ?  ?  ?  y 2  y 1 .  The number  n  is even , since  C  is
 2-sided . The pair  x n /2 and  y n /2 1 1 ,  as well as  x n /2 1 1 and  y n /2 ,  are antipodal points . Hence
 C n /2  <  C n /2 1 1  is a curve , which must be  C .  Therefore  n  5  2 .  Since  C  1 1  is homotopic to
 C 1 2   in  T ,  they bound a cylinder in  T .  This implies that  C  is a separating curve in  N 3  ,  a
 contradiction .
 Case  2 .  There is more than one homotopy class among the  C  1 i  ’s .
 Since the homotopy intersection number between dif ferent homotopy classes is
 invariant , all  x ’s and  y ’s on  L  are separated in groups in terms of their homotopy
 classes . It is easy to see that if we identify the antipodal pairs of  x ’s and  y ’s , we obtain
 more than one curve (at least from each homotopy class of  C 1 i  ) ,  which also contradicts
 the assumption . Thus  n  5  1 and  C  passes through the crosscap once . This proves (3 . 5) .
 Note that any 1-sided curve in  T  4 P  must pass through the crosscap odd many times :
 by similar argument , we can prove (3 . 6) .  h
 Now we need to find an upper bound of the number of non-homotopic non-
 separating 2-sided curves in  N 3  ,  which intersect each other at most once . We first give a
 bound for those curves in the torus .
 Let  T  be torus and let  H 1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z  be its first homology group . Any curve in
 H 1 ( T  )  can be represented by the pairs ( a ,  b ) with  a  and  b  co-prime . Let ( a ,  b ) ,
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 ( c ,  d )  P  Z  %  Z ,  and ( a ,  b )  ?  ( c ,  d ) denote the number of the homology intersection of
 ( a ,  b )  and ( c ,  d ) .
 T HEOREM 3 . 4 .  Let C 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  C n be non - homotopic cur y  es in the torus . If any pair of
 these cur y  es has at most one intersection , then n  <  3 .
 P ROOF .  Let  C i  5  ( a i  ,  b i )  P  Z  %  Z .  Since  gcd ( a i  ,  b i )  5  1 ,  it is easy to see that there
 exists  g i  in  SL 2 ( Z ) such that  C i  ?  g  5  (1 ,  0) .  Moreover , for any  g  P  SL 2 ( Z ) ,
 ( C i  ?  g )  ?  ( C j  ?  g )  5 U det S C i  ?  g C j  ?  g D U  5 U det S
 C i
 C j
 D  ?  g U  5 U det S C i
 C j
 D U  u det( g ) u  5  C i  ?  C j  ,
 i . e . the homology intersection number is invariant under the right multiplication of
 elements in  SL 2 ( Z ) .
 If  C i  ?  C j  5  0 ,  then  C i  and  C j  are multiples of each other and they cannot both be
 (simple) curves . Hence we must have  C i  ?  C j  5  1 for any  i  and  j .  Therefore if  g  5
 S C i
 C j
 D  P  SL 2 ( Z ) ,  then  C 1  ?  g  2 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  C n  ?  g 2 1 is also a set of curves with one intersection
 between any pair of them . But  C i  ?  g  2 1  5  (1 ,  0) and  C j  ?  g 2 1  5  (0 ,  1) .  Without loss of
 generality , we may assume that  C 1  5  (1 ,  0) and  C 2  5  (0 ,  1) .  For each  C i  5  ( a i  ,  b i ) we
 have  u det(  1 a i
 0
 b i ) u  5  u b i u  5  1 and  u det(
 0
 a i
 1
 b i ) u  5  u a i u  5  1 .  Thus the only possibilities for
 C 3  ,  .  .  .  ,  C n  are (1 ,  Ú 1) (since we identity  C i  and  2 C i  ,  we can always take the first
 co-ordinate to be positive) . As (1 ,  2 1)  ?  (1 ,  1)  5  2 , and we cannot have both of them ,
 therefore  n  <  3 .  h
 Since  H 1 ( T
 2 )  5  H 1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z ,  all curves in  T
 2 are 2-sided , and they are non-
 separating if f they are non-null in  H 1 ( T
 2 ) ,  by Lemmas 3 . 1 and 3 . 2 and Theorems 3 . 3
 and 3 . 4 , we have the following .
 T HEOREM 3 . 5 .  Let C 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  C n be  2- sided non - separating and non - homotopic cur y  es
 in N 3 . If the homotopic intersection number for any pair is at most one , then n  <  3 .
 In the rest of this paper , we always view  N 3 as  T  4 P .  For any 1-sided curve  C  in  N 3  ,
 we define  C * in  T  as follows : by Theorem 3 . 3 ,  C  passes through the crosscap exactly
 once . Let the antipodal points be  x  and  y .  By viewing the crosscap as a disk and
 drawing a straight line through the disk to join  x  and  y ,  we obtain a curve  C * in the
 torus .
 L EMMA 3 . 6 .  Let C be a  1- sided cur y  e in N 3 . If C *  is null - homotopic in the torus , then
 the resulting surface obtained by cutting N 3  along C and capping of f with a disk is a
 torus .
 P ROOF .  Let  N 9 3 be the resulting surface obtained by cutting  N 3 along  C  and capping
 of f with a disk  D .  By counting the Euler characteristic ,  N 9 3 is either a torus  T  or a Klein
 bottle . If  N 9 3 is the Klein bottle , then there must exist a 1-sided curve  C 1 in  N 9 3 ,  which is
 disjoint from  D .  Any 1-sided curve  C 1 in  N 9 3 is also a 1-sided curve in  N 3 . C 1 is disjoint
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 from  C  in  N 3 .  Since  C * is null-homotopic , any 1-sided curve in  N 3 must intersect  C ,
 which is a contradiction . Therefore  N 9 3 must be orientable , i . e .  N 9 3 is  T  2 .  h
 The next three lemmas show that the union of two non-separating curves in  N 3
 sometimes separates the surface , which allows us to discuss problems in a lower
 surface .
 L EMMA 3 . 7 .  Let  ¸   be T , T  2  or N 3  , and let C i  , C j be two  2- sided non - separating
 cur y  es in  ¸   such that C i  ?  C j  5  2 . Then C i  <  C j separates the surface into two connected
 components as shown in Figure  4 . If  ¸  5  T  2 , one of the components contains the
 boundary . If  ¸  5  N 3  , one of the components contains a crosscap .
 P ROOF .  First we suppose that the surface is  T  or  T  2 .  Since  H 1 ( T  )  5  H 1 ( T  2 )  5
 Z  %  Z ,  if  C i  5  (1 ,  0) and  C j  5  (1 ,  2) ,  then the lemma is true . It suf fices to show that , for
 any  C i  , C j  P  Z  %  Z  such that  C i  ?  C j  5  2 ,  there exists  g  P  SL 2 ( Z ) so that  C i  ?  g  5  (1 ,  0)
 and  C j  ?  g  5  (1 ,  2) .
 Suppose that  C i  5  ( a ,  b ) and  C j  5  ( c ,  d ) .  Form a matrix (
 C i
 C j )  5  (
 a
 c
 b
 d ) .  The elementary
 transformation of adding the multiple of one column to another is in  SL 2 ( Z ) and this
 transformation does not change the co-primeness of the entries of same row . Since  a
 and  b  are co-prime , by a series of above elementary transformations , we can make the
 first row as (1 ,  0) and the entries of the second row are still relative prime . Since
 u det( a c  b d ) u  5  2  and the determinants of the above elementary transformations are 1 ,
 we know that the second entry of the second row must be 2 . Therefore the first entry of
 the second row must be odd . Adding a multiple of the second column to the first
 column gives ( 1  0 1  2 ) .
 If the surface is  N 3  ,  since not all 2-sided curves pass through the crosscap (Theorem
 3 . 3) , we can treat  N 3 as  T  2 by viewing the crosscap as a hole . Thus the lemma is true .
 h
 L EMMA 3 . 8 .  Let C 1  and C 2  be two  1- sided cur y  es in N 3  with C 1  ?  C 2  5  1 . If both C * 1
 and C * 2   are essential in T , then either C * 1   and C * 2   are disjoint or C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  2 .
 P ROOF .  C 1  ?  C 2  5  1 implies that  C * 1  ?  C * 2  <  2 .  If  C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  1 ,  by removing a disk
 centered at  C * 1  >  C * 2  and replacing this disk with a crosscap , we obtain  C 1 and  C 2 in  N 3
 with  C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  0 ,  which is impossible . Therefore  C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  0 or 2 .  h
 L EMMA 3 . 9 .  Let C 1  and C 2  be two  1- sided cur y  es in N 3  with C 1  ?  C 2  5  1 . If both C * 1
 and C * 2   are essential , then C 1  <  C 2  separates N 3  into two connected components . Either
 both components are disks with a crosscap , or one component is a disk and the other
 component is a disk with two crosscaps .
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 P ROOF .  By Lemma 3 . 8 , we know that either  C * 1  and  C * 2  are homotopic or
 C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  2 .  If  C * 1  and  C * 2  are homotopic , since  H 1 ( T  )  5  Z  %  Z ,  we may assume that
 C * 1   is (1 ,  0) . It is easy to see that  C * 1  and  C * 2  have two trivial intersections and  C 1  <  C 2
 separates  N 3 into two connected components : one is a disk and the other is a disk with
 two crosscaps (see Figure 5(a)) . If  C * 1  ?  C * 2  5  2 ,  then we may assume that  C * 1  5  (1 ,  0)
 and  C * 2  5  (1 ,  2) (by the same argument as we used in Lemma 3 . 7) . Remove a disk
 centered at one of the intersections of  C * 1  and  C * 2  ,  and identify the antipodal points on
 the boundary . We see that  C 1  <  C 2 separates  N 3 into two connected components , both
 disks with a crosscap (see Figure 5(b)) .  h
 L EMMA 3 . 10 .  Let C 1  , C 2  and C 3  be three essential  2- sided cur y  es in N 3  , with
 C i  ?  C j  5  1 ,  1  <  i  ,  j  <  3 . Then C 1  <  C 2  <  C 3  separates N 3  into three connected com-
 ponents . Two of them are disks and the third one is a disk with a crosscap  ( see Figure  6) .
 P ROOF .  By the similar argument to those in Lemmas 3 . 4 and 3 . 7 , we know that  C 1  ,
 C 2  and  C 3 can be represented as (1 ,  0) , (0 ,  1) and (1 ,  1) in  Z  %  Z .  Thus the lemma is
 true .  h
 4 .  F ACE C HAINS IN  N 3
 In this section we discuss the existence of good face chains in  N 3 .  We first give an
 attachment description of two attached faces in a closed 2-cell embedding .
 Let  ˚   be a closed 2-cell embedding , and let  f 1 and  f 2 be two faces of  ˚   with  n
 attachments . Draw two circuits ,  O 1 and  O 2  ,  to represent the facial walks of  f 1 and  f 2  ,
 and mark  n  points on each circuit to represent  n  attachments . Choose an attachment as
 the first attachment , and give local orientations to  O 1 and  O 2 so that this first
 attachment is inconsistent . For each of the remaining attachments , if it is inconsistent ,
 draw a segment to connect the corresponding points on  O 1 and  O 2 ; if it is consistent ,
 draw a segment with a ‘  3  ’ to connect the corresponding points . An example of two
C1
C2
C3
 F IGURE 6 .
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 attached faces is given in Figure 7(a) and the corresponding attachment description is
 shown in Figure 7(b) .
 Let  ˚   be a closed 2-cell embedding of  G  in  ¸  , and let  f ,  g  be two faces of  ˚  . Let
 a ,  b  P  ­ f  >  ­ g .  Put two vertices  f  * and  g * in the faces  f  and  g ,  and draw lines  l a  and  l b
 through  a  and  b  to join  f  * and  g * .  The circuit  G a b  formed by  l a  and  l b  is called the  dual
 circuit  of  f  and  g  through the attachments  a  and  b .  So if both  a  and  b  are edges , the
 dual circuit  G a b  is formed by two parallel edges in the ordinary surface dual of  ˚  . The
 following is true .
 L EMMA 4 . 1 [11 ,  Lemma 4 . 1] .  The dual circuit  G a b is  2- sided if f the attachments a and
 b are of the same type  ( i .e . both consistent or inconsistent ) .
 A  2- attachment closed  2- cell embedding  is a closed 2-cell embedding such that any
 two attached faces have at most two attachments . We need the following lemma .
 L EMMA 4 . 2 [11 ,  Lemmas 5 . 1 and 5 . 3] .  Let  ˚   be a  2- attachment closed  2- cell
 embedding of a  2- connected graph G in the projecti y  e plane or the Klein bottle . Then ,
 for any two non - adjacent  y  ertices x and y , there exists a good simple face chain joining x
 and y .
 Now we show that the same result holds if the surface is  N 3 .
 L EMMA 4 . 3 .  Let  ˚   be a  2- attachment closed  2- cell embedding of a  2- connected graph
 G in N 3 . Then , for any two non - adjacent  y  ertices x and y , there exists a good simple face
 chain joining x and y .
 P ROOF .  Let  x  and  y  be two non-adjacent vertices . Choose a simple face chain
 C  5  h  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  joining  x  and  y .  Suppose that  C  is not good . By Lemma 2 . 10 , we have
 the case shown in Figure 2 . Suppose that , for some  i ,  ­ f i 2 1  >  ­ f i  5  h a ,  b j ,  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  5
 h c ,  d j ,  and  a  and  b  are separated by  c  and  d  on  ­ f i  .  The dual circuits  G a b  and  G c d  have
 one intersection in the face  f i .  If one of  G * ab  and  G * cd  (defined in Section 3) is
 null-homotopic then , by Lemma 3 . 6 ,  A  5  N 3  2  ( f i 2 1  <  f 3 ) is homeomorphic to  T  2 .  By
 Lemma 3 . 6 , we can find a good simple face chain in  A  joining  x  and  y .
 Now we may assume that both  G * ab  and  G * cd  are essential in  T .  By Lemma 3 . 9 ,
 B  5  N 3  2  ( f i 2 1  <  f i  <  f i 1 1 )  5  B 1  <  B 2  ,  where either  B 1 and  B 2 are disks each containing a
 crosscap , or  B 1 is null-homotopic and  B 2 is a disk containing two crosscaps . By Lemma
 4 . 2 , we can choose a good simple face chain  C 1  5  h  f 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f 1 ,n 1 j  in  B 1 joining  x  and
 ­ f i 1 1  ,  and a good simple face chain  C 2  5  h  f 2 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f 2 ,n 2 j  in  B 2 joining  ­ f i 1 1 and  y .  Since
 ­ f 1 ,n 1  >  ­ f i 1 1  and  ­ f 2 ,n 2  >  ­ f i 1 1 are separated on  ­ f i 1 1  ,  by Lemma 2 . 7 ,  C 1  <  C i 1 1  <  C 2 is a
 good simple face chain joining  x  and  y .  h
 L EMMA 4 . 4 .  Let  ˚   be a closed  2- cell embedding of G in N 3  , and let x ,  y be two
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 non - adjacent  y  ertices of G . Let the minimum non - orientable surface of G  <  h xy j  be N 5 .
 Suppose that G  <  h xy j  is  3- connected and has no good  3- separations . Then there exists a
 good simple face chain in  ˚   joining x and y .
 P ROOF .  Let  C  5  h  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f n j  be a simple face chain joining  x  and  y .
 Case  1 .  There exist two consecutive faces  f i  and  f i 1 1 such that  i  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  i  >  3 and
 at least three attachments of  f i  and  f i 1 1 are of the same type . In this case , there exist at
 least three 2-sided dual circuits . Without loss of generality , we may assume that none of
 these dual circuits is null-homotopic or essential separating circuits ; otherwise ,  G  <  h xy j
 is  N 5 embeddable , and has a good 3-separation .
 Case  1 . 1 .  There exist two 2-sided dual circuits having two intersections . By Lemma
 3 . 7 ,  A  5  N 3  2  f i  <  f i 1 1 is a disjoint union of at least two connected components . At most
 one of these components is homeomorphic to a disk with a crosscap , and all the other
 components are null-homotopic . If  x  and  y  are in the same component , we can easily
 find a good simple face chain in that component to join  x  and  y .  If  x  and  y  are in
 dif ferent components , we use the face  f i  to combine two simple face chains which join  x
 and  ­ f i  ,  and  y  and  ­ f i  ,  respectively . Since  G  <  h xy j  is 3-connected , to avoid any good
 3-separation of  G  <  h xy j ,  any two faces in a null-homotopic component have at most
 one attachment , and any two faces in the component of a disk with a crosscap have at
 most two attachments , which must be of dif ferent types . By Lemmas 2 . 7 and 4 . 2 , the
 combined face chain is good .
 Case  1 . 2 .  Any two of these three 2-sided dual circuits have exact one intersection . By
 Lemma 3 . 10 ,  A  5  N 3  2  f #  <  g# is a disjoint union of connected components . At most one
 of these components is a disk with a crosscap , and all the other components are
 null-homotopic . By the same argument as in Case 1 . 1 , we have a good simple face
 chain joining  x  and  y .
 Case  1 . 3 .  Two of these three 2-sided dual circuits , say  G 1 and  G 2 , are disjoint (up to
 homotopy) . By Theorem 3 . 3 ,  G 1 and  G 2 do not pass through the crosscap , and therefore
 they are homotopic in  T  2 and bound a cylinder . Since  G 1 and  G 2 are dual circuits and
 they only pass through two faces , there must be a dual circuit , formed by part of  G 1 and
 part of  G 2 , which bounds a disk . Therefore  G  <  h xy j  has a good 3-separation , a
 contradiction .
 Case  2 .  There exist two faces  f i  and  f i 1 1 with  i  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  i  5  4 such that two of these
 attachments are of the same type , and the other two attachments are of dif ferent types .
 We now have two 2-sided dual circuits  G a b  and  G c d  ,  where  a , b , c  and  d  are four
 attachments of  f i  and  f i 1 1  .  If  G a b  and  G c d  are disjoint , then  G a b  and  G c d  bound a cylinder
 and we are back to Case 1 . 3 . If  G a b  and  G c d  have two intersections , then we are back to
 Case 1 . 1 . Therefore we may assume that  G a b  and  G c d  have one intersection . The
 attachment description must be the cases shown in Figure 8 . (We may assume that the
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 four attachments  a , b , c  and  d  are in a counterclockwise order on  ­ f i  ,  and  a  and  b  are
 inconsistent attachments , as well as  c  and  d  being consistent attachments . Fix the
 position of  a  and  b  on  ­ f i 1 1  .  To assure that  G a b  and  G c d  have exactly one intersection ,
 the positions of  c  and  d  on  ­ f i 1 1 only have two choices) . The three 1-sided dual circuits
 G a c  ,  G b c  and  G a d  in Figure 8(a) ( G b d  ,  G b c  and  G c d  in Figure 8(b)) are disjoint from each
 other . Each of these 1-sided dual circuits has a Mo ¨  bius band neighborhood and all
 three Mo ¨  bius band neighborhoods are also disjoint . After cutting  N 3 along these three
 disjoint dual circuits and capping of f with three disks , we obtain the sphere . Therefore
 A  5  N 3  2  f i  <  f i 1 1 is a disk or a union of disks . So we can find a good simple face chain
 C  (which may be combined , as in those previous cases) to join  x  and  y .
 Case  3 .  There exist two faces  f i  and  f i 1 1 such that  i  ­ f i  >  ­ f i 1 1  i  5  3 .  Two of these
 attachments are of the same type and the third attachment is of dif ferent type . The two
 possible attachment descriptions , together with their corresponding embeddings , are
 shown in Figure 9 . In the case of Figure 9(a) ,  A  5  N 3  2  f #  <  g# is a cylinder which is
 orientable . In the case of Figure 9(b) ,  A  5  N 3  2  f #  <  g# is a disk with a crosscap . In both
 cases , by the same argument as before , we can find a good simple face chain  C  to join  x
 and  y .
 Case  4 .  The embedding is a 2-attachment closed 2-cell embedding . By Lemma 4 . 4 ,
 there is a good simple face chain joining  x  and  y .
 Thus Lemma 4 . 5 is true .  h
 5 .  C LOSED  2- CELL E MBEDDINGS OF  P ROJECTIVE P LANAR G RAPHS WITH  N EW  E DGES
 In this section we show that if a graph  G  is projective planar , then we can construct a
 closed 2-cell embedding of  G  with two new edges . We need the following lemma .
 L EMMA 5 . 1 [2 ,  Proposition 1] .  Let  ˚   be an embedding of a  3- connected graph G in
 the projecti y  e plane . Let P 1  be any polygon in G such that P 1  is contractible and bounds
 a disk D 1 . Then there is a polygon P 2  in G such that P 1  is contractible and bounds a disk
 D  Ò  D 1 with D #  Ò  V  ( G ) .
 Lemma 5 . 1 says that if a 3-connected graph embedded in the projective plane , then
 there is a disk , bounded by a circuit of the graph , contains all the vertices of  G .  Now
 we will prove the main lemma of this section .
 L EMMA 5 . 2 .  Let G be a  2- connected projecti y  e planar graph . Suppose that
 x ,  y ,  u ,  y  P  V  ( G ) , xy and u y   are not edges of G , and x , y , u ,  y   are the only possible
 di y  alent  y  ertices of G . Let G 1  5  G  <  h xy ,  u y  j . If G  1  is  3- connected and has no good
 3- separations , then there exists a closed  2- cell embedding of G 1  in some surface .
 P ROOF .  If  G  is a planar graph , then this is exactly the same as Lemma 4 in [10] . So
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 we assume that  G  is non-planar . Let  ˚   be an embedding of  G  in the projective plane
 P .  Therefore  r  ( ˚  )  >  2 (any graph with an embedding in the projective plane of
 r  ( ˚  )  5  1  is planar [8 , p . 303]) , i . e .  ˚   is a closed 2-cell embedding .
 If  G  has a non-trivial 2-vertex cut  h y  1  ,  y  2 j  such that  G  5  G 1  <  G 2 and  G 1  >  G 2  5
 h y  1  ,  y  2 j ,  then there is a curve  G  in  P  which meets  G  at  y  1 and  y  2  .  G  must be
 contractible , since any essential curve in  P  is 1-sided and non-separating . Assume that
 G 1  is contained in the disk bounded by  G . To avoid any good 3-separation of  G 1 , x  and
 y  (as well as  u  and  y  ) must be separated by this 2-cut , say  x ,  u  P  V  ( G 1 ) , y ,  y  P  V  ( G 2 ) .
 Now replace  G 1 by a path joining  y  1 and  y  2 and subdivided by  x  and  u .  We obtain a
 new graph  G 9 with a new embedding  ˚  9 (see Figure 10) . If there are two good simple
 face chains in  ˚  9 , one joining  x  and  y  and the other joining  u  and  y  ,  then we can also
 find two good simple face chains in  ˚  , one joining  x  and  y  and the other joining  u  and
 y  .  (Let the disk bounded by  G  be  D ,  and let the sub-embedding of  ˚   restricted in  D  be
 G 9 . Note that , to avoid any good 3-separation in  G 1 ,  whenever there is a 2-vertex cut in
 G 9 ,  x  and  u  must be in the same part . Therefore , we can find a simple face chain  C 1 in
 G 9 joining  x  and  ­ D .  Any two consecutive faces in  C 1 can only have one attachment .
 Therefore  D  \  C 1 is connected and we can find another simple face chain  C 2 in  D  \  C 1
 joining  u  and  ­ D . ) So we may assume that  G  is topologically 3-connected , and the only
 possible divalent vertices are  x , y , u  and  y  .  By Lemma 5 . 1 , we can find a polygon  P 1
 such that  P 1 bounds a disk  D 1 such that  ˚  ( P 1 )  Ò  V  ( G ) ,  with the exception that if some
 of  x , y , u  and  y   are divalent vertices , then they may be the internal vertices of some
 edges passing through the crosscap . Clearly , any two faces in  D 1 have at most one
 attachment to avoid any 2-cut . Therefore the embedding inside  D 1 is a wheel-
 neighbourhood embedding .
 First , we assume that  r  ( ˚  )  >  3 .  Hence the embedding  ˚   is a wheel-neighborhood
 embedding and any two faces have at most one attachment . Let  C 1 be a simple face
 chain joining  x  and  y .  (i) If neither  u  nor  y   is a divalent internal vertex of some
 attachment path in  C 1  ,  we can find a simple face chain  C 2 in  A  5  P  2  ! f i P C 1  f # i  .  Apply
 Operation 2 . 4 to  C 1 and  C 2  ,  respectively . (ii) If both  u  and  y   are divalent internal
 vertices of some attachment paths of  C 1  ,  we choose a sub-face chain  C 2 from  C 1 to join
 u  and  y  ,  and choose a simple face chain  C 3 from  P  \  C 2  ,  and then apply Operation 2 . 4
 on  C 2 and  C 3  ,  respectively . (iii) If  u  is a divalent internal vertex of an attachment path
 of  C 1 and  y   is not , then choose a simple face chain  C 2 to join  u  and  y  .  If neither  x  nor  y
 is the divalent internal vertex of an attachment path of  C 2  ,  we choose another simple
 face chain  C 3 in  P  \  C 3 to join  x  and  y ,  and apply Operation 2 . 4 to  C 2 and  C 3  ,
 respectively . If one of  x  and  y  (but not both of them) , say  x ,  is a divalent internal
 vertex of an attachment path of  C 2  ,  by extending  C 2 to  y ,  we obtain a simple face chain
 C 3 joining  u  and  y ,  with  x  and  y   being divalent internal vertices of two attachment
 paths : the order of the appearance in  C 3 is  u , x ,  y   and  y .  Apply Operation 2 . 5 to  C 3  .
 Now we assume that  r  ( ˚  )  5  2 .  Therefore there exists an essential curve  G  which
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 meets  G  at  y  1 and  y  2 (see Figure 11) . For  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  let  E i  be the edges with  y  i  as one end
 and passing through the crosscap .
 Case  1 .  x ,  y ,  u  and  y   are all in  D #  1 .  If at least one of  x , y , u  and  y  ,  say  x ,  is not on  P 1  ,
 then find a simple face chain  C 1 in  D 1 to join  x  and  y ,  and find another simple face
 chain  C 2 in  D 2  \  C 1 to join  u  and  y  .  If  x ,  y ,  u ,  y  Õ  P 1 and  x  and  y  are not separated by  u
 and  y  ,  then the proof will be the same as in the previous case . If  x ,  y ,  u ,  y  Õ  P 1 and  x
 and  y  are separated by  u  and  y  ,  then let  P 2 be the projective plane with the open disk
 D 1  removed . Find a simple face chain  C 1 in  D 1 to join  x  and  y ,  and find a simple face
 chain  C 2 in  P
 2 to join  u  and  y  .  Apply Operation 2 . 4 to  C 1 and  C 2  ,  and we obtain a
 closed 2-cell embedding of  G 1 .
 Case  2 .  All or part of  x , y , u  and  y   are divalent internal vertices of some edges in
 E 1  <  E 2  .  There are several subcases due to the various positions of  x , y , u  and  y  .  A
 case-by-case argument will give two good simple face chains joining  x  and  y ,  as well as
 u  and  y  .  The argument is similar and easy , since we have a very clear embedding given
 by Lemma 5 . 1 .  h
 A similar argument to the proof of Lemma 5 . 2 will prove the following lemma , which
 is a degenerate case of Lemma 5 . 2 .
 L EMMA 5 . 3 .  Let G be a  2- connected projecti y  e planar graph . Suppose that
 x ,  y ,  y  P  V  ( G ) , xy and x y   are not edges of G , and x , y and  y   are the only possible
 di y  alent  y  ertices of G . Let G 1  5  G  <  h xy ,  x y  j . If G  1  is  3- connected and has no good
 3- separations , then there exists a closed  2- cell embedding of G 1  in some surface .
 6 .  T HE M AIN T HEOREM
 We now prove our main theorem .
 T HEOREM 6 . 1 .  If G is a  2- connected  5- crosscap embeddable graph , then G has a close
 2- cell embedding in some surface .
 C OROLLARY 6 . 2 .  The abo y  e graph has a cycle double co y  er .
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 6 . 1 .  By the reduction in [10] and the results of [10 ,  11] , we may
 assume that  G  is simple , 3-connected , without good 3-separations , that the non-
 orientable genus is 5 , and that  G  does not embed in the double tours .
 Let  ˚   be an embedding of  G  in  N 5 with  r  ( ˚  )  5  1 .  Then there exists an essential
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 curve  G  in  N 5 which intersects  G  only at a single vertex  x .  G  cannot be a separating
 curve since  G  is 3-connected .  G  must be 2-sided , since if  G  is 1-sided , then we can apply
 Operation 2 . 2 to obtain a new embedding of  G  with more faces , and therefore either  G
 is double torus embeddable or its non-orientable genus is at most 4 , a contradiction .
 Cut  N 5 along  G , and cap it of f with two disks : we obtain a new graph  H  with embedding
 ˚  9 in  N 3 .  If the cut causes a pendant edge , we delete this edge . We denote the two
 counterparts of intersecting vertex  x  by  x  and  y  (in the case of deleting a pendant
 edge) , we denote the other end-vertex of this pendant edge by  y ) .
 If  r  ( ˚  9 )  5  2 ,  by Lemma 4 . 4 , there is a good simple face chain  C  joining  x  and  y .  By
 applying Operation 2 . 4 , we obtain a closed 2-cell embedding of  H  <  h xy j .  Since  N 5 is
 the minimum non-orientable surface of  G , x  and  y  are not on the boundary of the same
 face of  ¸  9 , and we can contract edge  xy ,  if needed , and the resulting embedding is
 still a closed 2-cell embedding . Therefore  G  has a closed 2-cell embedding in some
 surface .
 If  r  ( ˚  9 )  5  1 then , by the same argument , we can find a 2-sided curve  G 1 in  N 3 which
 intersects  H  at a single vertex  u .  G 1 cannot be a separating curve since , otherwise ,  G
 has a good 3-separation . Cut  N 3 along  G 1 , delete the pendant edge , if any , and obtain a
 new graph  K  with embedding  ˚  0  in the projective plane . We denote the counterparts
 of the intersecting vertex  u  by  u  and  y   (in the case of deleting a pendant edge , we
 denote the other end vertex of this pendant edge by  y  ) .  Note that the two intersecting
 vertices  x  and  u  may be the same . If this happens , we have  x , y  and  y   as the
 counterparts of the intersecting vertex  x .
 If  r  ( ˚  9 )  5  1 ,  then  K  is planar , and therefore  G  is a doubly toroidal graph , a
 contradiction . So we may assume that  r  ( ˚  0 )  5  2 .  If  K  has no cut vertex , by Lemmas 5 . 2
 and 5 . 3 ,  K  <  h xy ,  u y  j  (or  K  <  h xy ,  x y  j ) has a closed 2-cell embedding . Therefore  G  has
 a closed 2-cell embedding (contract  xy  and  u y  ,  if necessary) . If  K  has a cut vertex  z ,
 then  x , u  and  z  form a good 3-separation , a contradiction . This completes the proof .
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